
PLAYALIVE SPEED 
PlayAlive gets the play started and inspires children to more active and
intense playing, including children who consider themselves “too old”  
to play and children who are not used to being physically active.

The PlayAlive play concept combines the best of virtual games with
physical play. PlayAlive re-invent the classic playground - with new
contents.



TECHNICAL DETAILS
SPACE REQUIRED
3,0 X 7.0 METERS
SURFACE REQUIRED

POWER CONNECTION
SPEED IS POWERED BY LOW VOLTAGE, THAT CAN BE LINKED 
TO SOLAR OR WIND ENERGY.  THE USAGE AT A NORMAL RATE 
IS APPROX. 30 W. PLAYALIVE SPEED GOES AUTOMATICALLY IN 
HYPERNATION, MAKING THE VOLTAGE USAGE MINIMUM. THE 
ELECTRICAL PLATFORM IS TÜV APPROVED.

SATELLITTER
PLAYALIVE SPEED RUNS AT HARMLESS LOW VOLTAGE AND COULD 
BE CONNECTED TO SUN OR WIND TURBINE DEVICES. AT NORMAL 
ACTION THE CONSUMPTION IS APPROX. 30W. DURING NO USAGE 
PLAYALIVE SPEED SWITCHES AUTOMATICALLY TO STAND-BY 
CONDITION WHERE THE POWER CONSUMPTION IS AT A MINIMUM. 
THE ELECTRONIC PLATFORM IS TÜV-APPROVED.

MATERIALS
(STEEL POLES) GALVANIZED AND POWDER COATED STEEL.

A PLAYZONE FOR URBAN LIFE 
PlayAlive Speed is PlayAlive’s innovative activity for the
urban area and lifestyle. It matches the street culture of the
city and is an obvious choice for schools, parks and existing
playgrounds. PlayAlive Speed is more than a playground. It is a 
Play-zone, it is a sport-zone and a learning-zone.

The Speed system is compact in size, occupying a footprint of 
6m x 2,5m and contains 8 game satellites and a control satellite. 
It is suited to ground areas constricted to size such as shopping 
centres, playspots or recreational areas. The games encourage 
high speed and fast reflexes from players.
 

MORE OPTIONS
PlayAlive Speed is available in more formats with various
configurations and number of satellites. It is easy to install,
with many installers claiming the most difficult part is to lay the
standard wet pour. This says a lot about the minimalistic and
robust concept of PlayAlive Speed.

AGES
PlayAlive Speed is designed for children from 6 years and up.
Teenagers and playful adults will keep playing the competitive
and physical demanding games.

PLAYALIVE – ACTIVATE · ENGAGE · ENTERTAIN 
PlayAlive develops and manufactures an interactive play and learning platform
which motivates for more play and physical activity. The platform is based on a
unique satellite equipped with light, sound, and touch function. The PlayAlive
concept is based on solid knowhow about play and learning and developed in
cooperation with teachers and researchers.

WATCH PLAYALIVE LIVE ON 
PLAYALIVE.DK

GAMES
The PlayAlive Speed is inclusive of a ready-to-go game
package of 3 games and could be updated with new games. 
All games are adaptive and will quickly adapt to the levels 
of the current players. This leads to continuous playing and 
exciting challenges for everyone. Some of the games have a 
learning focus and could be used as an outdoor alternative 
for traditional learning.

GAME PACKAGE
Color Pair 

eTennis   Beat your best friend or dad in a game of ping
 pong. The game is adaptive and will adjust   
 speed to level of the players.

Mirrors  Beat your opponent on an identical track. Watch  
 out for the movements and spped of your   
 opponent. High energy, short game (11 satellites or  
 30 seconds) and learn to move your body.

Free Play   Each satellite will have its own play mode with  
 funny sounds, music tunes and light creation.   
 Will cease when games are started

The platform is applied with great success in the urban space as well as in schools 
and institutions, for rehabilitation, learning, and sports all over Europe.

A social and exiting game full of fun. Up to six pairs 
of players can play at a time. Pairs compete against 
other pair and have to finish a task to proceed to 
next round. The last pair to finish their task is out of 
the game. The game continues until one pair is left 


